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If the manhood of the country could respond so nobly to the call to arms,
then they should be rewarded for it, and ________ who were left behind
would make it their duty to care for the helpless wife and child.

1.

________'s why I'm a gentleman.2.

But ________ time it was to be far, far worse than anything anyone had
ever known.
3.

Slow, hard, conscientious work will surely win its way, and ________ who
are now near the bottom of the ladder are gradually ascending to make room
for the next generation of story-writers on the rounds below.

4.

Something was wrong all right, and ________ time it was much, much
worse.
5.

It is all hypocrisy on our part, and mere politeness and pity on the part of
________ who surround us-our friends and our servants.
6.

The first of ________ is from a French algorismus, c. 1275.7.

For a time the astronomer's mouth was closed, but not so the minds of
________ who had listened to him.
8.

________'s what I say, too.9.

________'s what I should like to know.10.

You lay low, ________'s all.11.

One thing more, in ________ connection, and I shall have finished my
remarks.
12.

They meet the wounded, the refugees, they hear the roar of the guns,
they listen to the tales of ________ who have been in the thick of it.
13.

________'s what he's paid for.14.
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And if we settled in the minds most suitable to receive us, we would be in
the minds of ________ who by your standards are insane-whose destiny is
controlled by the others.

15.

The first of ________, M. Gachard, who had the care of the royal archives
of Belgium, was commissioned by his government, in 1844, to visit the
Peninsula for the purpose of collecting materials for the illustration of the
national history.

16.

I never quite understood what on earth she is in Paris for by herself at
such a time as ________.
17.

Hence the necessity on the part of ________ who would excel in the
profession of teachers, of endeavoring continually to enlarge the bounds of
their knowledge.

18.

The first of ________, called dwarf, is represented by figure 55, (b).19.

Knowledge had come to her filtered through the minds of ________ who
closed their eyes to evil and their ears to tales of sin.
20.
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